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Introduction to the Compilation
The Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford (originally known as the National
Aeronautical Establishment, NAE) existed for some fifty years from the late nineteenforties. A major aeronautical Establishment of high repute, its scientific achievements
have been dealt with to a large extent in two published books, still available, “Wings
Over Thurleigh” (2001 and later editions) and “Wind Beneath the Wings” (2013).
While the existence of the Establishment and its extensive research facilities enabled
the work to be done, the huge technical success which it achieved was clearly due to
the dedicated efforts of the many scientists, engineers, aircrew and skilled support
staff who worked there. The main purpose of this compilation, therefore, is to
supplement the scientific accounts by providing commentary on some of the
personnel and social aspects of the Establishment, as it progressed from infancy
through to 1991, when RAE as such ceased to exist (see below).
The main source of information which has enabled the compilation to be assembled
is “RAE News” [often referred to here as “the News”] the Farnborough-based house
magazine of the Royal Aircraft Establishment. Note that Cardington (home of the
balloon sheds and an out-station of Farnborough) also features in RAE News and is
included here. This monthly publication first appeared in March 1948 and continued
until the final issue of November/December 1991. A complete set of RAE News is
held in the Archive of the Bedford Aeronautical Heritage Group [BAHG] and this,
together with other material, has been made freely available.
For convenience the compilation is divided into four Volumes:
Volume 1

The Early Days

March 1948 to December 1959

Volume 2

Up and Running

January 1960 to December 1969

Volume 3

In Full Swing

January 1970 to December 1979

Volume 4

A Period of Change

January 1980 to December 1991

At the time the first issue of the News was published, in March 1948, early
construction work on the “National Aeronautical Establishment at Bedford” [NAE]
was underway. Having successively assumed the names “Royal Aircraft
Establishment, Bedford” and “Royal Aerospace Establishment, Bedford” in the
meantime, in the summer of 1991 the title “Royal Aerospace Establishment”
disappeared altogether, as the process of evolution of many of the National
Research Establishments began by combining them into a successor organisation
known as the “Defence Research Agency” (1991-95) and then the “Defence
Evaluation & Research Agency” (1995-2001). This necessarily brought about the
demise of RAE News. Thus RAE Bedford and RAE News experienced similar
lifetimes and consequently, not only has the magazine provided source material for
this compilation but also convenient start and end dates for the narrative.
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To the Reader – How to Use this Volume
This is the first volume in the 4-volume set of documents containing material about
RAE Bedford gleaned from the issues of RAE News. This first volume also includes
a description of the early days of building the Bedford establishment.
Most of its content is in the form of scanned copies of pages from the original RAE
News. These scanned pages are not intrinsically searchable.
A companion Index (in the form of a spread sheet, in pdf format) lists all the entries
in RAE News relating to Bedford, together with many of the names of people
mentioned.
You can read this document, or search it for the occurrence of key words. Or you
can use the companion Index to find the name of somebody and the issue in which
they are mentioned, and then go to the relevant entry in this volume.
Some extended articles of a semi-technical nature are also available as separate
Annexes. These are noted in the text and in the companion Index.

Introduction to Volume 1
From the outset the NAE Bedford was planned as an independent Establishment
with its own administration and support provision, although it has to be assumed that
there would be a close relationship with the RAE at Farnborough to ensure a proper
complementing of the overall scientific activity. Nevertheless, and perhaps because
of this independence, it is interesting to note that, in the first issue of RAE News, an
“Introduction” by the Director, W.G.A. Perring, gives a review of the RAE and its work
but, in his discussion of the future, he makes no mention at all of the NAE nor of its
embryonic but very advanced facilities. Similarly, in Issue No.2 [April 1948], the
Deputy Director, H.L. Stevens, looks at “what the RAE was aiming to do” but again
there is no mention of the NAE. Several similar articles on various aspects of RAE
work appeared in subsequent Issues but again, with never an acknowledgement of
the existence of NAE! The first mention of the “new Establishment”, in RAE News of
May 1948, was a brief reference to “The team planning the new Establishment at
Bedford, including the design of equipment, in consultation with the Ministry of
Works”. Later, in October 1948, the paragraph quoted below appeared together with
an accompanying photograph. Manufactured at Farnborough, the model referred to
was of the Bedford 3ft x 3ft Supersonic Wind Tunnel.
Twice the Speed of Sound
Designs for the new Establishment at Bedford are looking to the future, and a
supersonic tunnel to be built there will test models up to 1500 m.p.h. Two centrifugal
compressors drive the tunnel which, in spite of its small working section, requires a
power of 16,000 horse power. A perspex model of the tunnel gives a clear picture of
the building details.
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The name “NAE” continued in use until Dec 1955, as described below (page 61).

The Building of NAE Bedford
Of the thousands of photographs held in the Bedford Archive many hundreds
capture the building of the Bedford Establishment’s massive research facilities. The
availability of these has provided an opportunity to supplement those construction
photographs contained in the two previously mentioned publications by including in
this compilation some of this additional material. Initially, therefore, Volume 1 sets
the scene by taking us to December 1959.
From the time of the announcement in the House of Commons in February of 1945
that a new aeronautical research establishment would be built on an area of land to
the north of the town of Bedford, the two selected sites at Twinwoods and Thurleigh
became areas of intense building activity. This activity would last for a further twelve
years until 1957 by which time, with the exception of the 3ft x 4ft High Supersonic
Speed Tunnel [HSST] which was still under construction, the entire Establishment
had been completed. This was a huge undertaking and particularly so as recovery
from the War, which had taken a severe toll on all of the resources necessary to
undertake such an enterprise, was far from complete. Words can hardly describe the
magnitude of the task so recourse to pictures seems a preferred alternative. What
follows therefore is a series of photographs which, together with their extended
captions, serve to illustrate both the extent of the building programme and its
progress over the period from 1949 to 1957. All the photographs have been obtained
from the BAHG Archive.

The Wind Tunnel Facilities
From the outset, building priority had been given firstly to the 3 x 3 Supersonic Wind
tunnel and secondly to the 13 x 9 Low Speed Tunnel, both of which would become
fully operational early in 1954.

June 1949, the 3 x 3 Wind Tunnel Building
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June 1949, the “Intercooler” Section of the 3 x 3 Tunnel Showing its “Built-in”
Construction

August 1949, the Wind Tunnel Site
The view of the Wind Tunnel Site, taken in August 1949, shows, not quite a
“greenfield” site, but does indicate the construction progress at this stage. To the
right of the photograph is the skeletal framework of the High Speed Laboratory
[HSL]. Central is the 3 x 3 Tunnel, while on the left is the electrical distribution
station. The building in the right-centre just below the horizon contained a 1000 ton
“press” machine. On the central distant horizon is Twinwood Farm Airfield of which
the main east-west runway can just be seen. By January 1951 the 3 x 3 building was
largely complete though much was still to be done within. The photograph shows a
security picket-fence which was to surround the 3 x 3 Tunnel for a number of years.
Although apparently not in a very good state of repair, it was designed to deter
unauthorised access, particularly by the many “non-security-cleared” personnel
working on the site at the time.
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January 1951, the 3 x 3 Wind Tunnel Main Entrance

Meanwhile work on the 13 x 9 Low Speed Tunnel was underway. The first picture,
taken in November 1951, shows assemblies of the steel reinforced concrete tunnel
shell in place on the right and shuttering to receive concrete pouring on the left. The
second photograph, taken in February 1952 shows the considerable progress made
with the 13 x 9 over the Christmas period!

November 1951, the 13 x 9 Wind Tunnel
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February 1952, the 13 x 9 Wind Tunnel

June 1953, the Finished 13 x 9 Tunnel

In parallel with the work on the 3 x 3 and 13 x 9 Wind Tunnels, and located between
them, the Main Workshop was being built and the photograph of August 1952 shows
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the metal framework to be largely in place with the brick-built offices and domestic
accommodation along the front. Work on the High Speed Laboratory [HSL] and the
accompanying Vertical Spinning Tunnel was also underway during this period.

August 1952, progress with the Main Workshop
The February 1953 issue of the News noted the inauguration of a FarnboroughBedford- Farnborough air ferry service. With early morning and late afternoon flights,
sometimes with a third at mid-day, this service operated throughout the life of the
Bedford Establishment. Starting with De Havilland Rapide and ending with Piper
Chieftain aircraft, it provided an invaluable link between the two sites.

February 1953, Inaugural flight of the Farnborough – Bedford Air Ferry Service
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March 1953, the Vertical Spinning Tunnel
Taken from the top of the Vertical Spinning Tunnel [VST] in March 1954, the
following photograph shows the facilities at the eastern end of the site to be largely
complete. The 3 x 3 Tunnel is in the foreground with the Main Workshop beyond,
and in the background, the 13 x 9 Tunnel. These two tunnels and the VST were fully
operational by this time.

March 1954, the Wind Tunnel Site Looking Towards the East
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However, on the western end of the site, work would continue for a further five years.
Here the building of two other wind tunnels was underway, the 8ft x 8ft [8 x 8]
supersonic tunnel capable of generating speeds up to 2.5 times the speed of sound
[a Mach number of 2.5] and the 3ft x 4ft High Supersonic Speed Tunnel [HSST]
capable of speeds from 2.5 to 4.4 times the speed of sound. Both were huge
engineering undertakings and, as an example, a single foundation block for the 8 x 8
contained 10,000 tons of reinforced concrete! The air circuits of both tunnels were
constructed of steel to withstand the required internal air pressures.
Starting with an interesting picture of a section of the 8 x 8 arriving by road by
courtesy of “Pickfords”, the next few photographs show the construction of the 8 x 8
Wind Tunnel as it progressed towards operational status in 1957.

1952, A section of the 8 x 8 Wind Tunnel arrives by road
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February 1952, Parts for the 8 x 8 Wind Tunnel awaiting assembly

November 1953, progress with the 8 x 8 Supersonic Tunnel
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March 1954, the 8 x 8 Wind Tunnel Takes Shape

1956, the 8 x 8 Wind Tunnel Nears Completion
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By 1957 construction of the HSST was well underway and the Tunnel became
operational, in a limited way, in 1961. At this stage the flexible nozzle to provide the
ability to change the supersonic Mach number without shutting the Tunnel down had
not been completed but a solid-block nozzle was available, allowing testing at a
single Mach number of 4.0. The flexible nozzle was completed by 1966, conferring
the full design Mach number capability from 2.5 to 4.4.
Surprisingly very few photographs were taken of the HSST during its construction
but its completion effectively marked the end of the building of the Wind Tunnel Site
which had been begun some fifteen years earlier. It seems appropriate therefore to
conclude this narrative on its construction with a photograph of the finished job. The
foreground block of buildings is the HSST; next the 8 x 8 Tunnel Complex, including
the Electricity Generating Station; next the High Speed Laboratory and Vertical
Spinning Tunnel; next the 3 x 3 Tunnel; next the Main Workshop and at the far end,
the 13 x 9 Tunnel.

The Finished Wind Tunnel Site, RAE Bedford
(photo taken 1991)
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The Airfield Facilities
From as early as 1950, and in parallel with the huge amount of construction activity
proceeding on the Wind Tunnel Site, work was underway on the “wartime” airfield at
Thurleigh to transform it into the advanced flight research facility which it was to
become. Superimposed onto the existing wartime “Station 111” of the USAAF Eighth
Air Force, the rebuilt airfield and its facilities were almost entirely new, with only a
few buildings and small areas of hard-standing being retained. Of note, two of the
retained buildings were the large “T2” hangars [Hangars 4 & 5] which were physically
moved from their wartime location to the north side of the airfield where they were
destined to be occupied initially by Naval Air Department and later by the Radar
Research Squadron.
In engineering terms the task of providing the new airfield and its research facilities
was a building task equally as great as that of the Tunnel Site and that both were
proceeding in parallel represented a massive undertaking. The following
photographs show work proceeding on the clearance of the airfield site in November
1951 while a few months later, in January 1952, significant sections of the new
10,500 foot east-west runway had been laid.

November 1951, Early Preparation Work on the Airfield Site
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January 1952, “Overslabbing” of the New Main Runway

The re-location of two of the “wartime” hangars, noted earlier, was no doubt a sound
economic move but in addition, it reflected the priority given at the time to the
provision of facilities for the early accommodation of Naval Air Department. Wartime
experience had shown the strategic importance of aircraft carriers and naval aviation
therefore had assumed considerable research priority, particularly in respect of the
launch and recovery, in simulated maritime operations, of the heavier naval aircraft
then coming into service.
To meet the research requirement for launching aircraft, two steam catapults were
built, one raised above ground level to represent a ship at sea [Raised Catapult] and
a second, installed at ground level [Flush Catapult]. For the recovery work, firstly a
“Proving Base” was created which allowed aircraft to be projected into experimental
arresting arrangements and secondly, using one of the re-furbished wartime
runways, an experimental arresting facility was built which would allow an aircraft to
be arrested directly on its landing run-out. Each of these facilities again represented
a major engineering task.
The following three photographs illustrate progress in the provision of the naval air
facilities. Taken in May 1952, the first shows the Raised Catapult under construction.
The second shows one of the “moved” hangars and a workshop building in the
course of erection. The third photograph, of June 1955, shows the huge “groundanchorage” required to carry the reactive loads of a launch catapult, in this case the
Flush Catapult.
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May 1952, Construction Work on the Raised Catapult

June 1953, Progress on the NAD Buildings
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June 1955, Ground-Works and Anchorage for the Flush Catapult
Naval Air Department moved from Farnborough to Bedford in the summer of 1954
and, to illustrate the significant use made of the research facilities, by 1971 some
4000 catapult launches had been made and 14,000 aircraft arrests completed.
Although some priority was given to the Naval Air facilities on the north side of the
airfield, construction of the technical complex on the south-side was not neglected,
as the following photographs, taken in June 1955, show.

June 1955, Building 109, Accommodation for Aero Flight Division
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June 1955, Hangar 1 and Adjacent Ground Works
To provide an independent fuel supply for both aviation and motor transport use, a
“Fuel Farm” was built close to the airfield main gate so that supplies transported by
road could conveniently be delivered. Large capacity tanks were buried underground
from which fuel was drawn off through metered pumps. Later, to meet “Cold War”
needs, increased tankage was installed elsewhere on the airfield.

June 1955, Work Begins on the Fuel Farm.
Aero Flight Division moved from Farnborough into its new office accommodation late
in 1955. This is at variance with the statement in “Wings Over Thurleigh”, which cites
the spring of 1955 as the time of the beginning of the move. This may be true in
respect of some early elements but the photographic evidence suggests that it was
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rather later in the year before the bulk of the move was completed! The Division’s
research aircraft arrived in the spring of 1956.

December 1955, Building 109 Obviously Inhabited!

April 1956, Hangar 1, Aircraft Department Offices and Workshops Completed
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May 1956, Hangar 1 with Aero Flight Division’s Research Aircraft in Residence
Elements of the Blind Landing Experimental Unit [BLEU] began to arrive at Thurleigh
from Martlesham Heath in the spring of 1957 and together with the transfer of its
aircraft fleet, had completed the move by mid-summer. Seen under construction in
the following photograph is the accommodation for the Unit’s aircrew, located
adjacent to Hangar 2, the first frame of which is being put into place under a
somewhat threatening sky! Similar accommodation was also provided for Aero Flight
aircrew adjacent to Hangar 3 which is seen in the background.

November 1956, BLEU Aircrew Accommodation
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Together with Naval Air Department therefore, by the end of 1957 there were three
operational “squadrons” each reporting to the Wing Commander, Flying. Air Traffic
Control also came under his jurisdiction within the “Flying Wing”, which occupied the
newly-built control tower.

January 1964, Control Tower, Officially Opened 1957

By 1957 therefore, the re-building of the Airfield
was complete and thus, with the exception of
the High Supersonic Speed Tunnel which, as
noted earlier, was still someway from
completion, the entire Establishment had finally
been finished after a twelve year period of
intense construction. This achievement was
marked at a ceremonial event on 27th June 1957
(see more later) when the re-built airfield was
formally opened as “Bedford Airfield”, by which
name it was henceforth to be officially known.

More major building work was to take place on the airfield associated with the flight
simulator complex attached to building 109 (“Aero Flight”), with a second dome
(1966), a computer building (1974) and, in the early 1980s, a “Large Motion System”
[LMS] and other buildings. These made up what became known as the Advanced
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Flight Simulator, then part of “Flight Systems [Bedford] Department”. Early stages in
the construction of the LMS are shown in the “December 1981” photograph below.

December 1981, Preparation Work for the Large Motion System

Aerial view of the “Enclave” (neg A11266A, Sept 1999)
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The Completed Bedford Airfield Complex
(photo taken 1991)

This completes the section on the building of NAE (later RAE) Bedford which has
sought to set the scene for the review of the personnel and social side of the
Establishment, which is the main purpose of the compilation. So we now turn to the
main source of information, “RAE News”, from which “Bedford” entries have been
liberally copied and interspersed with only limited additional narrative to provide
necessary continuity.
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The Staff Build Up
From the beginning of the period of construction in 1946-47, the Bedford sites were
populated largely by Contractors’ personnel but with a number of Civil Servants,
mainly from the Ministry of Works, present to manage, direct and progress the work
of the Contractors. As some of the research facilities neared completion, in the early
1950s, scientific, technical and engineering Civil Servants from Farnborough began
to be permanently transferred to Bedford while, in parallel, a vigorous external
recruitment of scientific, technical and industrial staff was begun. As this commentary
starts from the late 1940s, it is appropriate to include items from RAE News which
refer to Farnborough staff, who later were to become prominent individuals at
Bedford.
Such is the case of Group Captain Leonard S. Snaith, of “Schneider Trophy” fame,
who appears in the December 1949 Issue of RAE News, receiving Armorial Bearings
presented to the Empire Test Pilots’ School [ETPS] of which he was then
Commandant. The August 1952 issue of the News notes his retirement from the
Royal Air Force, soon after which he moved his family to Bedford to take up the
duties of Senior Security Officer at NAE, where he remained for a number of years
before finally retiring.

August 1952, Group Captain L.S. Snaith Retires from the Royal Air Force
“Groupie” Snaith, as he was generally known, was cited in the January 1950 Issue
as Commandant ETPS, in connection with the graduation of No. 8 Course. A
particular Graduate of that same course was Flt Lt A.W. Bedford, A.F.C. “Bill”
Bedford was to become a prominent test pilot for Hawker, particularly known for his
excellent work on the technical and operational development of VSTOL aircraft. His
“Bedford” association spanned the Hawker P1127, Kestrel and Harrier aircraft, all of
which he flew from Thurleigh as part of the Aero Flight fleet. Indeed, he made the
first ever conventional flight of the prototype P1127, at Bedford on 13 March 1961.
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Bill Bedford and his Hawker P1127

The July 1950 issue featured an article about The Shuttleworth Trust by Gp Capt
A.H.Wheeler (see Annex 1).

A note in the August 1950 Issue congratulated Derek Beastall
(then Aero Dept Farnborough) once again on his selection to
represent his native Derbyshire in the annual Inter-Counties tennis
tournament. Following his move to work in the Bedford 13x9 tunnel
in 1955, Derek soon found himself representing Bedfordshire. Tom
Coldwell, who later came to BLEU, also found himself in the news
(December 1950) as a third-year Farnborough Apprentice.
Tom Coldwell
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October 1950, Recruiting for Bedford in RAE News

An item from the July 1951 issue of RAE News reported the award of the Imperial
Service Medal to Miss Mann who had worked in the Fabric Shop at Cardington (near
Bedford) since 1926, which at that time, was managed as an outstation of RAE
Farnborough. For a number of reasons the news item is wholly reproduced here. Of
significance in its own right is the fact that this was the first such award in the history
of RAE to be made to a lady. However there are other interesting features relating to
it, which concerned RAE Bedford. Firstly, much later in time, in January 1984, when
this part of the Cardington Establishment came under the direct management of RAE
Bedford, the very first job required of M D Dobson on taking up the post of Chief
Superintendent, RAE Bedford, was to go to the Fabric Shop at Cardington and serve
notice of redundancy to the dozen or so of the ladies employed there. This was one
of the most unpleasant tasks he ever undertook in his eight years residency in the
Post! Sad not only from the human point of view but sad also because it signalled a
loss of a skill and capability that had been painstakingly built up over so many years;
the sewing of balloon fabrics.
A further interesting feature from the photograph is the appearance, at second from
the left in the back row, of John Airey who was to become the Senior Draughtsman
in the 3x3 Supersonic Wind Tunnel for a long period during its formative years. Much
of the tunnel’s finest equipment and model designs were attributable to John.
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July 1951, Imperial Service Medal Award to Miss A. Mann
In the same Issue reference is made to Messrs. N. Given, V. Hockey, B.A. Cocker,
A. Stanfield, A Underwood and J Wyatt who were “Off to NAE”. These were mainly
draughtsmen whose skills were much in demand.
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July 1951

In August 1951 the first report from “NAE Bedford” appeared in RAE News. Written
by Bedford’s Assistant Administrative Officer, Jimmy Darling, it provided a brief first
glance at the social side of the new Establishment.

August 1951
A year was to pass before any reference to Bedford next appeared in RAE News but
July 1952 saw the introduction of a new feature, “News from the National
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Aeronautical Establishment”. The intent was for this was to become a regular feature
but in the event a fairly slow start was made. With the later appointment of a local
“scribe” contributions eventually became more regular.

July 1952
As noted, up until the very early 1950s most of the civil service presence at the
Establishment was that of the Ministry of Works personnel who were variously
involved in the construction of the research facilities. However, with the nearing
completion of some of these facilities, in particular the 3ft x3ft [3x3] supersonic wind
tunnel and the 13ft x 9ft [13x9] low speed wind tunnel, it is clear from many of the
names contained within this first article that the scientists and engineers selected to
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operate and manage the facilities were beginning to arrive at Bedford in some
strength, although active recruitment would continue for many more years.
To identify some of those mentioned, John Thompson had been designated “Officer
in Charge”, a title soon to be changed to “Chief Superintendent”. Dai Morris had
arrived to take charge of the 3x3 together with a small staff, Dr John Gibbings, B.W.
McMullen, Bill Maloney, Derek Capps and Joe Caiger [not mentioned in the articles].
Ernie Brown moved into the 13x9 particularly to design and manage the construction
of the mechanical balances and Messrs. Staughton, Wingrove, the Midwoods [father
and son], Payne and Hayward were tunnel instrumentation engineers. Harry
Stockwell was the senior admin officer with Jimmy Darling as his assistant. Most
others mentioned were engineers and draughtsmen.
Taken in 1953, the photograph below shows the Civil Service staff then resident at
the NAE. These were mainly scientific, engineering and administrative people mostly
transferred from Farnborough, though some local recruits are present. Perhaps a
reader may be able to identify some of the missing names.

Back Row: ?; John Scott-Wilson; Michael [Jo] Caiger; Peter Sutton; David LlewelynDavies; David Cook; ?; ?; W.H. Malony; ?; Leonard Snaith; John Harris; ?;?.
Middle row: ?; Alan Stanbrook; Sidney King; ?; Bodger ; ?; ?; ?; Anne Astbury; ?; ?;
Ernie Brown; Derek Capps; Jim Baldwin; Dave Davies; John Airey.
Front Row: ?; Jimmy Darling; B.W. McMullen; ?; ?; Ralph Maltby; ?; R.R. Pattison;
John Thompson; Dai Morris; John Evans; ?; Harry Stockwell; ?; Jock Boyle; ?; ?;
Gerald Moss.
The October 1952 Issue notes the marriage of Ron Fail to Mollie Patterson. At the
time, and still at Farnborough, Ron was an enthusiastic photographer and was the
main source of the photographs published in the RAE News; this was duly
acknowledged in the December 1952 Issue. Later Ron transferred to Bedford where,
in addition to his work with John Thompson on aircraft dynamic stability, he
established a high reputation as an expert Rally Driver and with his crew of Ken
Moore, Ted Jefferies and Mike Dobson, achieved some notable results in Civil
Service Motoring Association events.
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October 1952
The January 1953 Issue of RAE News made mention of the wind tunnel being built
by a consortium of Industry Firms under the Company name “Aircraft Research
Association” [ARA]. An extract from the article reads:“Work is well ahead on the British Aircraft Industry’s high speed wind tunnel. It was
started eleven months ago as a co-operative venture by fourteen aircraft firms.
Detailed plans are now being finished. Work should start on the site early this year
and will take about two-and-a-half years to complete. It will probably be situated near
the NAE at Bedford”.
History shows that the ARA 9ft x 8ft transonic tunnel was indeed built at Bedford with
capabilities which were designed to make it both complementary to, and compatible
with, the wind tunnels of the NAE.
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February 1953
Some four years before its move to Bedford [Thurleigh] the Blind Landing
Experimental Unit was visited by the Secretary of State for Air at Martlesham Heath.
The event was recorded in the February 1953 Issue of RAE News.
The first major article in the newly introduced feature, “News from NAE Bedford”
appeared in the May 1953 issue. Written by the Senior Administrative Officer, Harry
Stockwell, it gives a good overview of the origins of the Establishment and its
progress to date. The article below, “Report from the Pioneers”, refers to Bedford as
potentially RAE’s “greatest outstation”.
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May 1953, The first major article on the NAE to appear in RAE News, written by
Harry Stockwell, Bedford’s Senior Administrative Officer.
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June 1953
Deputing responsibility is the task of any self-respecting SAO and Harry Stockwell
was not slow in appointing a Bedford reporter, as shown above under “News
Please”.
Clearly the appointment of Len Oliver as Bedford’s news reporter had a good effect,
with substantial entries in both the July and August issues. Of note in the first is the
preliminary meeting to form an Aero Club and in the second that the Aero Club had
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started gliding at the neighbouring airfield at Cranfield. The Club would soon move to
Twinwood Airfield and acquire the Tiger Moth aircraft, G-ANOO.
The “Births” column is also of interest with a son for Heather and Ralph Maltby and a
daughter for Ellen and Peter Sutton. Ralph had moved to Bedford to take charge of
the 13x9 Tunnel and, as it turned out later, Heather was to show herself as an
excellent scenic artist when the first efforts of the NAE Drama Group were displayed.
Peter was a Section leader in the 3x3 Tunnel before departing later to take up a
Professorship at Cambridge.
For the first time the NAE had a full-page spread in the September 1953 issue of the
News. Further births were noted with the arrival of a son for Heather and Dai Morris,
who had arrived from Farnborough to take charge of the 3x3 Tunnel and a son for
Geoff and Dorothy Staughton. Geoff was a tunnel instrumentation engineer working
in the High Speed Laboratory. Additionally, the marriage of Ewart Lindop was noted.
A scientist working in the 8x8 Tunnel, Ewart would also become involved in the
Establishment’s early dramatic activities.
One of the first “Societies” to be formed at the new Establishment was the
“Technical” which, largely through the efforts of Geoff Staughton, set up a very
substantial lecture programme for the 1953/54 season.
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July 1953

August 1953
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September 1953

Editorial Note: With NAE now becoming a more regular contributor to RAE News, it
no longer seems appropriate to simply continue to photocopy every “Bedford” item
into the script. Thus, smaller items, such as births, marriages etc. will be noted in the
narrative, larger items will be photocopied and included as appropriate within the
script while scientific articles, which were sometimes published in RAE News, will be
included as Annexes and referred to accordingly.
Having taken this editorial decision, one such major article immediately appears in
the October 1953 issue of the News. It concerns the work of the Blind Landing
Experimental Unit, then resident at Martlesham Heath in Suffolk. The article is
included (separately) as Annex 2.
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A branch of the Westminster Bank
was opened on site at NAE on 3
November 1953. Full banking
facilities were made available to
staff on two days per week.
Dec 1953
A caption to the photograph might
be “money, money lovely money”!

A presentation to the Inspector in
Charge of the Constabulary at NAE
was made in January 1954 and
because the RAE News contained
two photographs of the Bedford
police force, the whole article is
reproduced below.

January 1954
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March 1954 The ARA Wind Tunnel
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March 1954
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March 1954
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Jock [nobody ever knew what the “C.P.”
stood for] was a prominent figure at the
NAE. He arrived in the early days to work
in the electrical section of Plant Services
and took a great interest in the
social/sporting side of the Establishment.
He refereed many an Inter-Departmental
football match.

C.P. [Jock] Boyle

April 1954

Particularly notable events which occurred over the winter of 1953-4 were firstly that
the 13x9 Low Speed Wind Tunnel and the 3x3 Supersonic Wind Tunnel, both having
completed their acceptance, validation and calibration trials, had begun research and
development testing in earnest. As such, the former embarked on a career which
would take it well into the twenty-first century, while the latter remained fully
operational for the next thirty years. A second event was that, following education
and National Service in the Royal Air Force, the author M D Dobson was recruited
into the 3x3 Tunnel as a “trainee” aerodynamicist. This latter event went completely
unnoticed by the media!! However, an RAE News cartoon gives a reminder of the
process of actually starting work at the NAE!
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The May 1954 issue notes the presentation of the R.P. Alston Memorial Prize to Mr
M.L. [Mike] Burgan of the Armament & Instrumentation Experimental Unit,
Martlesham Heath, particularly “for contributions to the flight testing of blind landing
equipment”. Mike would later move to Thurleigh with BLEU, where he was a popular
and well-respected scientist as well as being a handy tennis player.
The acquisition of a sports field and the certification of the Aero Club’s Tiger Moth
were noted in the June 1954 issue of the “News”. The rent for the field was stated as
£25 per annum and the flying costs of the Tiger as £1.50 per hour.
August 1954 recorded the death of Len Oliver, the erstwhile NAE correspondent to
the RAE News. However, association with NAE continued for a number of years with
Len’s daughter “Wendy” working as a Scientific Assistant in the 3x3 Wind Tunnel.
The article copied below shows that the social side of NAE was growing in strength
while another small item notes that a local hall had been booked on 16th December
for an NAE Recreational Association [NAERA] Christmas Party.

August 1954
The September 1954 issue noted a presentation of the Imperial Service medal to
Jack Nixon, a fitter in the Main Workshop while the October Issue noted the
inauguration of a Craft Apprentice Scheme at NAE. Six apprentices were chosen
from a “large number” of applicants and as well as receiving practical training in all
facets of engineering they would study at the North Bedfordshire College of Further
Education for “City and Guilds” qualification. This heralded the beginning of one of
the best engineering apprenticeships in the Country and one through which many
hundreds of trainees would pass over the next forty years.
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September 1954
By mid-1954 enough material about Bedford was being generated to justify a full
page spread of “News from the National Aeronautical Establishment” in each issue
of RAE News. The November 1954 issue noted the departure of B.W. McMullen
from the 3x3 Tunnel to take up a senior mathematics lecturer post at the Kumasi
College of Technology on the Gold Coast. It also noted a daughter for John Evans, a
son for John Wood, a daughter to Ewart Lindop and the award of a Technical State
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Scholarship to Mr P. James. Jack Willmot from the Inspection department was
married to Portia Smith who later would become the Personal Assistant to a number
of senior scientific staff.
The December 1954 Issue of the News contained an item on the Aircraft Research
Association Wind Tunnel which had previously received a mention in the January
1953 Issue. While not directly relevant to NAE, the close association that there was
between the two organisations makes it worth including.

December 1954
1954 can perhaps be described as the year that the National Aircraft Establishment,
Bedford came of age. As mentioned, the 3x3 and 13x9 tunnels were fully
operational, the Vertical Spinning Tunnel became operational late in the year, work
on the construction of the 8ft x 8ft Supersonic Tunnel was well on the way and,
although only a “hole in the ground”, preparation work for the High Supersonic
Speed Tunnel had begun. Recruiting of both scientific and industrial staff was in full
swing and many “new starters” joined during the year.
On the airfield, construction work was well underway, both on the two new runways
as well as the hangars and technical areas. Naval Air Department moved in and
began using its research facilities.
A notable honour during 1954 was the granting of Armorial Bearings to the Royal
Aircraft Establishment; the event marked by the News with a Calendar for 1955.
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.
Two inter-linked events were reported in the January and February 1955 issues of
the News. In January the retirement of Miss Mary Dyke from the Main Library at
Farnborough was noted, in order for her to take up the Post as a Librarian III at NAE.
Located in the 3x3 Tunnel building, a library service had earlier been established by
Mrs Llewelyn-Davies at Bedford, whose retirement from NAE was noted in the
February 1955 Issue. Mrs Davies had moved to Bedford upon her marriage to Dave,
a research leader in the 3 x 3 Tunnel. Having outgrown its accommodation, a larger
“mezzanine” area in the 3 x 3 building was devoted to the Library, and it was from
here that Miss Dyke [as she was known to all but a chosen few!] would run a most
efficient service for many further years. Eventually the Library was to re-locate to
Building No1, the High Supersonic Speed Tunnel.
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On left, February 1955 Mrs LlewelynDavies

On right, January 1955, Management
Changes in the NAE Library Service

No doubt inspired by the coming on-stream of the NAE facilities, a seven-page
article on the wind tunnels of RAE appeared in the March 1955 issue of RAE News.
Although it also included the main Farnborough tunnels, its “verbatim” appearance
here in the main narrative rather than as an Annex seems justified. The only NAE
tunnel not mentioned was the High Supersonic Speed Tunnel [HSST] which at that
stage was still in the early stages of construction.
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March 1955
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March 1955
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March 1955
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March 1955
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March 1955
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March 1955
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March 1955
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March 1955
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The May 1955 edition of The News was “The Golden Jubilee Issue”, it being fifty
years from when the growing interest in aeroplanes resulted in the move of the
Balloon Section Royal Engineers to Farnborough, and the attachment (in 1906) of
Lieutenant J.W. Dunne to the Balloon Factory at Farnborough for the purpose of “full
scale experiments with inherently stable aeroplanes”. The first of Dunne’s
aeroplanes, the D1 flew a year later. The Issue contained several historical articles
on those early days.

May 1955

56

August 1955
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September 1955
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This article gives some background on the Jet Flap principle, which was embodied in
the Hunting Jet Flap research aircraft that was flown extensively at Bedford from
1963.

November 1955
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Until October 1955 all telephone calls, both internal and external, were handled
though a “single board” PBX exchange housed in a small room in the 3 x 3 Tunnel
building. With the rapidly growing population, due in no small part to the arrival of
Aero Flight Division from Farnborough, this exchange had become grossly
overloaded, to say nothing of the two grossly overworked lady telephonists. A
custom-built exchange was therefore built to house a six-board semi-automatic
system. The days of direct dialling in had not yet arrived so external calls continued
to be handled by the telephonists but internal calls were now dealt with
automatically. Amid bated breath, the switchover took place at 1 p.m. precisely, on
11th October and all was well. Life suddenly became much easier for everybody! The
occasion caught the attention of the RAE News!

November 1955, the New Telephone Exchange
As the NAE grew in the early 1950s the social side of the Establishment gradually
developed and for any functions which required significant accommodation the Civil
Service Club, which was located in Ashburnham Road, Bedford, was used. This
venue, while not very convenient for NAE anyway, was somewhat underused and
there was considerable pressure for the sale of the valuable land it occupied. At the
bottom of the main access road to the tunnel site was what was known, during the
war, as a “Buffer Depot”. Such depots were set up throughout the Country during the
conflict and contained supplies of food and other necessities for use in emergency
situations. Now no longer needed, the pre-fabricated “Maycrete” building was duly
“worked upon” and transformed into a club premises which remained in use
throughout the life of the Establishment. The RAE News for December 1955 noted
what was effectively the opening of the Buffer Depot, as it was always known,
praising the voluntary help which had gone into its refurbishment. That year
Hallowe’en and Children’s parties were held there, but the Annual Christmas Party,
because it had already been booked, was held in the Dujon Restaurant in Bedford.
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December 1955
In December 1955, a significant event occurred, which went relatively un-heralded
by the media and almost un-noticed within the Ministry of Supply. The Establishment
changed its name from the “National Aeronautical Establishment” to the “Royal
Aircraft Establishment, Bedford” [RAEB]. This reflected the formal change of higher
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management structure in which the Chief Superintendent then reported to the
Director RAE [at Farnborough] rather than, as before, directly to the headquarters
“Controller of Establishments and Research”. Thus NAE was absorbed into the RAE
fraternity but the only recognition in RAE News was that the December 1955 Issue
recorded the “RAE Bedford News” rather than “News from NAE”, as shown above.
This then became the formal position but in practical terms it made very little
difference to the everyday management and running of the Establishment.
Considerable independence was maintained throughout its remaining life in both
operational and management terms. The seventy-mile distance between Bedford
and Farnborough was always a great insulator which, amongst other things, meant
that the Director and other members of the Board of Management seldom visited and
most Chief Superintendents sought to keep it that way! Perhaps the most significant
event was the changed heading on the top of the note paper!
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January 1956
Thus, under the heading “RAE Bedford News”, the January 1956 Issue contained a
report on the Annual Christmas Party which shows, in the third photograph, part of
the “entertainment”. By this time the staff of the 3 x 3 Wind Tunnel had gained a bit
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of a reputation for its “outgoing” social outlook and accordingly the idea of providing
entertainment at the Christmas Party was mooted. Things quickly developed to such
an extent that, not only were some tolerable sketches performed but the nucleus of a
Dramatic Society was formed. In this connection, while people who were prepared to
act came forward so did credible script writers, scenery painters and stage
managers. Prominent were those shown in the “News” photograph above [left to
right]: Derek Peckham, Sylvia Brown, Ewart Lindop, Michael Dobson, Graham
Simpson and David Bryce.
Two other photographs from the 1955 “Christmas Review” have survived (below).
Those singing home-grown lyrics to the tune “If you were the only girl in the World”
are [left to right] Michael Dobson, Eunice Gofton, Dick Keating, Jeanette Slatter,
Sylvia Brown, Derek Peckham, Ewart Lindop, Hilda Swann and Mhurie O’Hara. The
“Dinner Jacket” is David Bryce and the person pointing is the script-writer John
Gibbings.

December 1955, Christmas Party Entertainment
The characters in the next photograph, satirising the fact that everything in the Civil
Service is done in quadruplicate, are [left to right] Derek Peckham, Michael Dobson,
Dick Keating, Ewart Lindop and Hilda Swann [prompt].
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December 1955, Christmas Party Entertainment
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Taken in February 1956, this photograph shows the non-industrial staff of the
3 x 3 Wind Tunnel.
Reading from left to right: Back Row
Peter Palmer, Norman Givern, Len Squire, Dennis Mabey, Fred Ansell, Graham
Joyce, Dick Keating, Michael Dobson, John Gibbings, David Bryce, Ian McGregor.
Middle Row
Graham Simpson, John Lloyd, “Jo” Caiger, Derek Capps, Shirley Tomlin, Gwen
Gascoigne, Dora Howard, Jim Cooke, Jack Merry, John Airey, Stan Corner.
Front Row
Jim Baldwin, John Harris, David Llewelyn-Davies, Frank O’Hara, Dai Morris, Peter
Sutton, John Scott-Wilson, Alan Stanbrook, Albert Ormerod.
As previously noted, inspiration for social activity at NAE Bedford sprang from the
staff of the 3ft x 3ft Wind Tunnel in the very early 1950s. When an occasion
demanded it, like a celebration of the 100 th run of the tunnel or somebody gaining
promotion, a party would be arranged. The public house “adopted” for these parties
was “The Crown” at Little Staughton. “Traditions” were quickly established like the
wearing of bow ties. Newcomers would not be told of this “uniform” and would turn
up wearing a normal tie. During the course of the evening the victim would be set
upon and the end of the tie would be swilled in a glass of beer and chewed off. The
tie end would then be spat onto the very low ceiling, which would determine whether
he was a good bloke or not. If it stuck he was and fortunately, one was never known
not to stick!
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The ceremony still not over, the tunnel engineer would then step forward with steel
rule and callipers to cut off the tie precisely three inches below the knot, and the
severed end would be pinned to the wall to be preserved for posterity. Sadly, when
the pub changed hands several years later, many dozens of tie-ends, which by then
were hung upon a dedicated wall board, were wantonly destroyed, so posterity was
denied the heritage of this well-established tradition. Evidence of a second tradition,
which also disappeared when the pub was sold, was that anyone who left the staff of
the 3 x 3 tunnel would be hoisted up between the roof beams and his outline drawn
in chalk on the ceiling. A particular memory of this was when Peter Sutton went off to
take up a post at Cambridge University. He was particularly tall and would not fit
between the cross beams, so the outline of his body had to appear on one side of
the beam and the outline of his head on the other! This all may seem very silly in
retrospect but these parties, which would happen about every two months, were
great fun and certainly helped to generate a superb “esprit de corps” within the 3 x 3
tunnel, seldom found in the workplace.

“Green Grow the Rushes-O”
A ritual during the evening was a sing-song round the piano. A particular work was a
ditty called “Green Grow the Rushes-O”. It had twelve verses and was probably
adopted as the standard party piece, partly because the words were known and
partly because it was the only thing that the pianist could play! The photograph
shows the vocal effort in full flow and includes the Landlady and her faithful dog! Her
husband had been an Air Traffic Controller at Little Staughton Airfield during the War
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and perhaps, being used to noisy parties, that was why he was tolerant of the
boisterous behaviour.
The final two photographs were taken at Dai Morris’ farewell party upon his
departure in 1956 from the post of boss of the 3 x 3 Tunnel. The theme was
coalmining, recognising Dai’s ancestral territory of South Wales, hence the pickaxe
and the blackened face of Graham Simpson, seen together with the Landlady, Dai
and the Landlord.

1956, the Departure of Dai Morris
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This November 1955 “presentation” picture shows mainly 3-foot tunnelers, including
Irene Burley; David Bryce; Ernie Huntley; Dave Llewelyn Davies; John Gibbings; Bob
Hayward; Dennis Mabey; Graham Joyce; Peter Sutton and Gerald Moss. The lady
almost hidden by Ewart Lindop is Dora Howard and those to his left are Shirley
Tomlin, Rita Smith and Gwen Gasgoigne.
By the beginning of 1956, following a fairly intensive period of recruiting, RAE
Bedford was fairly fully complemented from a staffing point of view and, with the
addition of Aero Flight Division, total staff numbers had risen to something in excess
of one thousand. Supplemented even further in mid-1957 with the arrival from
Martlesham Heath of the Blind Landing Experimental Unit, Bedford, by some margin,
had become the largest RAE “Outstation”. Thus RAE News had, by default, become
Bedford’s “house magazine” and accordingly, greater space was often allocated to
its news.
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February 1956
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February 1956
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February 1956

The slow progress with completing the canteen on the Twinwoods wind tunnel site
features in several issues of RAE News at this time. This photo (neg Bk1A-B3631)
from the archive shows its condition in March 1956.
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March 1956 Tunnel Site canteen

April 1956
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May 1956
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May 1956
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June 1956
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June 1956
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August 1956

September 1956

For some reason Bedford entries in the RAE News for the last few months of 1956
were somewhat limited in extent and those that there were, were mainly sports
results. However to show that the Interdepartmental Sports League [IDL] was by this
time flourishing, the final cricket results for Summer 1956 were:

Tunnels Staff
Model Shop
Main Workshop
Naval Air Department
Aero Flights
Fire Service

P
6
6
5
5
5
5
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W
5
4
2
2
2
1

Pts
10
8
4
4
4
2

Bedford’s Fairey FD2 at the SBAC Display
October 1956
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December 1956
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December 1956
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December 1956
The issue of Jan 1957 included an article on "Vertical Take-Off Aircraft", describing
the Short SC1 (see Annex 3). Both SC1s (XG900, XG905) came to Bedford in 1960,
with 905 remaining until May 1973.
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The “RAE Bedford News” contribution in February 1957 was more extensive and its
content not only cites a number of individuals but also illustrates that, by this time,
the social side of the Establishment was progressing well. With the exception of
BLEU, which would complete its move to Bedford during the summer, and continuing
recruitment for the HSST, the staffing complement of the Establishment was more or
less full. Natural turnover of staff would continue, as noted in the second-page
extract below, which mis-reported the departure of “Dr J. Gittings”. It was actually “Dr
John Gibbings” who departed for Liverpool University!

February 1957
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February 1957
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February 1957
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March 1957
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March 1957

March 1957 reported on a New Year party for the many “RAE Bedford children” in
the newly finished tunnel site canteen. Maybe some readers will recognise
themselves?
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April 1957 noted the formation of a “sick club” designed to help those employees on
the sick list who were likely to be off work for several weeks. Also noted is the
growing stature of the “underwater” group.

April 1957
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May 1957
Others in the above photograph cannot be individually identified but include Messrs
Stockwell [2nd from R front], Perkins, Ludman, Roberts, Gore, Wykes [3rd from R
Front], Collins, Cooper, G Howes, B. Howes, Compton, Panton, Slater and Earl.
No doubt encouraged by the audience appreciation of the entertainment provided at
the previous two Christmas parties it was decided by the few “artistes” involved to
form an NAE Dramatic Society. After some “play-reading” get-togethers, a situation
comedy, “Count Your Blessings” was chosen to be the Society’s first production.
Three performances were given on consecutive nights at the end of May 1957. The
venue was a “theatre” at the Civil Service Club in Ashburnham Road, Bedford, which
had a small stage and seating for about a hundred. With mainly a “captive” NAE
audience all three nights were fairly full and the production was well received.
The review of the Play in RAE News of July 1957 was reasonably complimentary
and concluded by looking forward to the next production. Alas, it turned out that
there was to be no next production as interest waned mainly through the key people
becoming involved with the local Bedford “Town” dramatic and operatic groups.
However some years later, a new Club was formed at the Establishment and its
exploits will feature later.
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Worth a mention is that, at about this time, the Civil Service Club was closed, later to
be used as a “Driving Test” centre and for other government activities before being
sold off for development.

Freddie Dee; Pam Rich; Ian Mcgregor; Mair Coleman
July 1957
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Freddie Dee; Jeanette Slatter; Michael Dobson; Pam Rich
July 1957
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August 1957
August 1957: NAE Bedford finally found its way onto the front cover of RAE News.
The occasion was the formal opening of the 8ft x 8ft Supersonic Wind Tunnel by the
Minister of Supply, the Rt Hon Aubrey Jones. Shown on the left, he is accompanied
by L.H.G [Laurie] Sterne, who as head of Naval Air Department, also doubled as
Chief Superintendent, having previously taken over from John Thompson.
The Minister's official opening speech is available as Annex 4.
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A second duty required of the Minister during his visit was to formally open the rebuilt
airfield at Thurleigh and confer upon it a new name, “Bedford Airfield”. A plaque in
the recently completed Control Tower commemorated the occasion.
The opportunity was taken to combine this occasion with an “Open” three days
during which some 8000 members of the public visited both the wind tunnel and
airfield sites. Perhaps for the families of the staff and the local populace at large, this
helped to resolve some of the mystery which surrounded the “secret Establishment
on the hill”.

August 1957
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August 1957
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August 1957

(Item continued on next page)
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August 1957
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August 1957
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August 1957
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August 1957
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September 1957
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September 1957
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The October Issue noted the retirement of Mr J.G. Nixon who featured in September
1954 as the first NAE person to be honoured with the Imperial Service Medal.
Interestingly also, he was an R101 Airship veteran at Cardington.

October 1957
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October 1957
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October 1957
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October 1957
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November 1957 – Celebration of promotion (reported above in October issue)
The NAE Apprentice School was started in the autumn of 1954 and remained a
source of great pride throughout the lifetime of the Establishment. The quality of the
training was of the highest order and many hundreds of boys and later, girls, passed
through the School. Chief Superintendent Laurie Sterne presided at the first of many
subsequent annual “prize-givings” in 1957, when the first intake graduated.

Apprentice Prize-Giving 1957 (from January 1958 issue)
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A television series “Eye on Research” was introduced by the BBC in 1957, with the
launch programme being broadcast live from RAE Bedford. Some members of staff
were to be seen in the programme, the main “players” being Philip Hufton who dealt
with the 13 x 9 Tunnel and John Evans who dealt with the 8 x 8.

January 1958
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In March 1958 RAE News celebrated ten years of publication with RAE Bedford
providing a sizeable contribution.

March 1958
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March 1958
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March 1958
Also featured in the March 1958 Issue was Eileen James who had been put forward
for the award of RAE Sports Person of the year. A Scientific Assistant in the 13 x 9
wind tunnel, Eileen was a talented athlete specialising in track events and was also a
key member of the Establishment’s netball team.
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Eileen featured again in the July Issue [following page] with a photograph showing
her winning the 100 yards race in the Ministry Championships at Motspur Park.
Bedford apprentice E.J. Payne finished second in the men’s event.

Jack Southey – Engineer in Charge Main Workshop Makes Presentation
June 1958
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July noted the departure of John Scholes who had looked after the Instrumentation
Section for a number of years. The picture shows the presentation. From left to right
are Ken Winter; John Evans; John Scholes; Frank O’Hara; John Poole and John
Thompson.

July 1958
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RAE News of August 1958 noted the tragic death of Roger Austin in a car accident
while returning from his honeymoon. At only 29, Roger was a popular scientist who
had been at Bedford for only a short while, working in the Vertical Spinning Tunnel.
The October issue recorded the departure of L.H.G Sterne in August, after four years
as [the second] Chief Superintendent, RAE Bedford. His Posting was to Brussels
[NATO] as the Director of the Training Centre for Experimental Aerodynamics.

October 1958
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November 1958
Following the Departure of Laurie Sterne in August, Philip Hufton became the third
Chief Superintendent, RAE Bedford. One of his early tasks was to present prizes at
the second annual Apprentice Prize-Giving. This was held in the 8 x 8 Tunnel
Conference Room and was reported in the January 1959 Issue of the “News”. Firstyear Apprentice Raymond Walker won the “Employers” prize”.
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January 1959

In his new NATO Post, Laurie Sterne was not slow to involve his ex-RAE Bedford
colleagues, with an invitation to the C.O. Aerodynamics Flight, Sqn. Ldr. Hubbard, to
lecture to the Training Centre on the “Techniques of Test Flying”. Wing Commander
McCreith [Wg Cdr Flying, Bedford] and Principal Scientist Tom Kerr, who later would
become Director RAE, accompanied him.
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February 1959 included an interesting motor mileage ready reckoner!
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March 1959 recorded the Departure of Harry Stockwell, the Senior Administrative
Officer at RAE Bedford, after eight years in post. Arriving in 1951, Harry was one of
the very first Ministry of Supply personnel to arrive on site [other civil servants being
mainly Ministry of Works] and can truly be regarded as a Bedford “Pioneer”. It was a
period of intense administrative activity not only in terms of the constructional side of
the Establishment but also in terms of the busy recruitment and staffing side which
continued throughout the whole period.

March 1959
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On 1st April the Parliamentary Secretary, Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation paid
a visit to BLEU for a demonstration of the Automatic Landing System. He was flown
in one of the Unit’s Varsity aircraft by pilot Alfie [Flt Lt A.J.] Camp.

May 1959

The June 1959 issue of the News reported the departure of the Head of Aero Flight
Division, Roger Duddy, to take up a Post at the British Joint Services Mission at the
Washington [USA] Embassy. Roger would return to RAE Bedford later in life as its
seventh Chief Superintendent.
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June 1959
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June 1959
The report on the presentation of trophies at a RAE[B]A dance in June 1959 serves
to illustrate that by this time the Inter-Departmental Sports League was well
established. The photograph shows Frank Gill [BLEU] receiving a cup form Philip
Hufton.
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Though seldom receiving any publicity in RAE News, the Research and
Development Establishment, Cardington did come under the RAE management
chain. The June Issue noted a visit by the Director, during which an Imperial Service
Medal was presented to an R101 veteran, George Joyce.

July 1959 saw the award of the Gold
Medal of the I Mech E to John Evans
who guided the 8 x 8 Tunnel through
its design, development and early
operational stages. The cost of gold
being what it was meant that John
actually received a bronze replica!

The November issue of the “News”
contained a fairly comprehensive
article by John on the Tunnel,
available as Annex 6.

July 1959
An interesting article in the August Issue of the News traced the recent history of the
British Aircraft Industry and the processes of the amalgamation of some thirty aircraft
manufacturers and sixteen aero-engine manufacturers which had existed in 1939.
Although not directly related to RAE Bedford, its historical interest justifies its
inclusion as Annex 5. The August 1959 issue also included an article on “Automatic
Landing” by Tom Prescott, of BLEU. This is available as Annex 31.
During the autumn of 1959 there was virtually no reporting of Bedford affairs in the
News, presumably due to the lack of a Bedford correspondent or any kind of formal
organisation within which one could operate. However a four- page contribution
appeared in the December Issue noting this fact and indicated an intention to do
better in the future!
In the interim but not noted in the News, was another change of the Chief
Superintendent. Philip Hufton had left following a very short tenancy and Dai Morris
had returned to RAE Bedford as the fourth incumbent.
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December 1959
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December 1959
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December 1959
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December 1959
Thus Volume 1, describing the early days of RAE Bedford, comes to an end in
December 1959, a date somewhat arbitrarily chosen at which to move on to Volume
2, covering the 1960s. Fully complemented by this time, a dedicated and proud team
of some 1500 employees had been gathered and a reputation for scientific
excellence had been established at both a national and international level.
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